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Twenty–five years ago, on 25 May 1995, on the Feast of the Ascension, Saint John Paul II               
published his milestone encyclical Ut unum sint on the ecumenical commitment. Thirty years             
after the end of the Second Vatican Council, he reiterated that the Catholic Church is               
committed “irrevocably” to following the path of the ecumenical venture (UUS 3) and             
“embraces with hope the commitment to ecumenism as a duty of the Christian conscience              
enlightened by faith and guided by love” (UUS 8). 

The jubilee of the encyclical, which coincides with the centenary of the birth of John               
Paul II, is an opportunity to enquire into the contribution to ecumenism of the first Slavic               
pope. Readily recalling that he came from a country with a deep ecumenical tradition, John               1

Paul II liked to repeat that the restoration of Christian unity was “one of the first and major                 
tasks of [his] pontificate”.  2

Not only did John Paul II write the first papal encyclical on ecumenism, in which for               
the first time a pope invited pastors and theologians of the various churches to seek the forms                 
in which his ministry of unity “may accomplish a service of love recognized by all concerned”                
(UUS 95), but he accomplished many prophetic gestures: for example, he was the first pope to                
preach at the Lutheran church in Rome (1983) and to visit countries of Orthodox tradition               
(Romania and Georgia in 1999, Greece and Ukraine in 2001, Bulgaria in 2002).  

At the root of these far-sighted initiatives is an audacious reflection on unity. Without              
claiming to exhaust all aspects of the thought of John Paul II on ecumenism, the following               
reflections will consider three particularly relevant expressions: “exchange of gifts”, “two           
lungs” and “ecumenism of saints”, with the aim of highlighting that John Paul II’s reflection              
on unity is deeply rooted in what we could call a “providential” reading of the division of                 
Christians. 

 

“There have to be factions among you” (1 Cor 11:19) 

To work for the unity of Christians supposes above all to have a Christian look at their                 
divisions. In an interview in the book Crossing the Threshold of Hope, John Paul II reflected               
on the question of the meaning of the separation of Christians. Why has God allowed so many                 
divisions among those who believe the same Gospel and are followers of the same Lord?               
There are two answers. The first, and most obvious, is that separation is the bitter fruit of the                  
sin of Christians. But John Paul II proposed another answer, more subtle and paradoxical,             
“inspired by trust in the One who is capable of bringing forth good even from evil, from                 
human weakness”. “Could it not be, asked the Pope, that these divisions have also been a path               

1 JOHN PAUL II, Crossing the Threshold of Hope, V. Messori (ed.), London, Jonathan Cape, 1994, p. 145.  
2 JOHN PAUL II, Homily in Belize, 9 March 1983.  
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continually leading the Church to discover the untold wealth contained in Christ’s Gospel and              
in the redemption accomplished by Christ? Perhaps all this wealth would not have come to               
light otherwise….”.  3

Beyond the moral dimension, John Paul II underlined from an epistemological point of            
view, the existence of the human dialectic of the one and the multiple: “We can affirm that for                  
human knowledge and human action a certain dialectic is present. Didn’t the Holy Spirit, in              
His divine ‘condescendence,’ take this into consideration? It is necessary for humanity to            
achieve unity through plurality, to learn to come together in the one Church, even while               
presenting a plurality of ways of thinking and acting, of cultures and civilizations. Wouldn’t             
such a way of looking at things be, in a certain sense, more consonant with the wisdom of                  
God, with His goodness and providence?”  4

Achieving unity through plurality is what many ecumenists theorized, some of them            
emphasising the need for a detour through diversity to find unity, as the Lutheran theologian               
Oscar Cullmann outlined in his book Unity through diversity. This paradoxical approach            5

could find a basis in the first Epistle of Paul to the Corinthians: “[T]here have to be factions                  
among you in order that those who are approved among you may become known”              
(1 Cor 11:19). Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger also based on this passage a providential vision of             
division: “Some years ago I thought I could interpret 1 Corinthians 11:19 in the sense that               
division is not only a bad created by us and therefore to be eliminated by us, but that a kind of                     
divine requirement [ein Göttliches ‘Muβ’] can be inherent to it: separation is necessary for our               
purification. We must do everything to become capable, worthy of unity, and no longer need,               
so to speak, the scourge of division”.   6

 

An “exchange of gifts”  

This providential reading of diversity undoubtedly inspired one of the most well–known            
ecumenical expressions of John Paul II: that of the “exchange of gifts”. This expression finds              
its source in the personalist philosophy of Karol Wojtyła. John Paul II used it the first time in                 
1979 in reference to Lumen Gentium 13, in a commentary on the gospel of the Adoration of                 
the Magi, but he developed it in an ecumenical perspective only from 1985 in the encyclical                
Slavorum Apostoli (27).  7

Dialogue is inherent in the ecumenical method. In a 1960 article Yves Congar             
described the ecumenical dialogue as the search for the “intention of truth” in which partners               
can communicate. However, the method and objectives of the dialogue have evolved. The             8

decree Unitatis Redintegratio ascertained reciprocal knowledge to be the primary objective of            
dialogue. In reality, fairly quickly, theological dialogues did not content themselves with            9

3 JOHN PAUL II, Crossing the Threshold of Hope, p. 153. 
4 Ibid.  
5 O. CULLMANN, L’unité par la diversité, Paris, Éditions du Cerf, coll. « Théologies », 1986. A formula to which                                   
de Halleux prefers that of communion in diversity: A. de HALLEUX, « L’unité par la diversité selon Oscar                                 
Cullmann », Revue Théologique de Louvain 22 (1991), p. 510-523. 
6 J. RATZINGER, « À propos de la situation de l’œcuménisme », Faire route avec Dieu, Paris, Parole et Silence,                                   
2005, p. 241-242 (transl. ad hoc) It is true that the future Benedict XVI then distanced himself from certain                                     
approaches to separations which seemed to him too accommodating. 
7 Cf. M. MALLÈVRE, « L’œcuménisme comme échange de dons selon Jean-Paul II », Istina 53 (2008), 47-75. 
8 « Le dialogue, loi du travail œcuménique, structure de l’intelligence humaine », republished in Chrétiens en                             
dialogue. Contributions catholiques à l’œcuménisme, Paris, Éditions du Cerf, 1965, p. 1-17, here p. 9. 
9 “In such dialogue, everyone gains a truer knowledge and more just appreciation of the teaching and religious                                   
life of both Communions” (UR 4).  
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seeking better mutual knowledge – which is already a great deal – but sought to reach                
consensus on the most disputed questions. The concept of this consensus has itself evolved. A               
considerable step has been taken with the Joint Declaration on the Doctrine of Justification              
(1999) promoting a consensus “that does not eliminate differences, but rather explicitly            
includes them” (From Conflict to Communion, 123). 

Beyond what was sometimes called the “ecumenism of consensus”, John Paul II           
promoted a third and more existential dimension of the ecumenical dialogue: “Dialogue is not              
simply an exchange of ideas. In some way it is always an ‘exchange of gifts’ ” (UUS 28). This                  
concept of dialogue was based on the Decree Unitatis Redintegratio and on the Dogmatic              10

Constitution Lumen Gentium affirming that “each individual part contributes through its           
special gifts to the good of the other parts and of the whole Church. Through the common                 
sharing of gifts and through the common effort to attain fullness in unity, the whole and each                 
of the parts receive increase” (LG 13). 

For John Paul II, this concept of dialogue as “exchange of gifts” did not mean that               
everyone should remain entrenched in their own identity but proceeded from the            
anthropological conviction of personalist inspiration that only dialogue can allow humans to            
find themselves by progressing in the truth: “man cannot ‘fully find himself except through a               
sincere gift of himself’”, he writes in Ut unum sint (28) with reference to Gaudium and Spes                 
(24). Dialogue is therefore “an indispensable step along the path towards human            
self-realization, the self-realization both of each individual and of every human community”            
(UUS 28). 

If this is so, it is because dialogue has not only an intellectual, but also an existential                 
dimension: “Although the concept of ‘dialogue’ might appear to give priority to the cognitive              
dimension (dia-logos), all dialogue implies a global, existential dimension. It involves the            
human subject in his or her entirety; dialogue between communities involves in a particular              
way the subjectivity of each” (UUS 28). Like the persons of the Trinity, the vocation of man is                  
to give himself entirely, and the Churches, like everyone, need dialogue to fully become what               
they are.  

Behind this definition of ecumenism as an “exchange of gifts” lies the conviction that              
each Church can make a specific contribution to the restoration of unity. Pope Francis will use                
this expression from the beginning of his pontificate (Evangelii Gaudium 246). One might             
think that it is also one of the sources of the notion of “receptive ecumenism” theorized by the                  
Catholic theologian Paul Murray, who helped to renew the methodology of ecumenical            
dialogue. As Cardinal Kurt Koch has affirmed: “No church is so poor that it could not make                 11

an inimitable contribution to the greater community of Christianity. But nor is any church so               
rich that it would not need the enrichment provided by other churches, in the conviction that                
what the Holy Spirit has sown in other Christian communities is to be ‘accepted as a gift                 
meant for us’ (Pope Francis, Evangelii Gaudium 246)”.  12

 

“Breathing with two lungs” 

10 “Anything wrought by the grace of the Holy Spirit in the hearts of our separated brethren can be a help to our 
own edification” (UR 4).  
11 See for example Paul D. MURRAY, “Introducing Receptive Ecumenism”, The Ecumenist 51 (2014), p. 1-8. 
12 Cardinal Kurt KOCH, “The Unity of Christians: What Model of Full Communion?”, Information Service 148, p.                 
36-47, here p. 44. 
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Another renowned ecumenical expression of John Paul II, which applies more specifically to            
relations between East and West, is also rooted in this providential vision of diversity: that of                
the “two lungs”. “We cannot breathe as Christian, I would say more, as Catholic, with only                
one lung; one should have two lungs, that is to say the Eastern and the Western”, declared                 
John Paul II in Paris in his address to the representatives of the other Christian denominations              
on 31 May 1980. It was the first use by John Paul II of an expression that will come to mark                    
his entire pontificate.  13

The image of the two lungs, in fact, was not totally new. The Russian Orthodox intellectual                
Vjačeslav Ivanov already used it in 1926 at the time of his entry into full communion of the                  
Catholic Church. The Dominican theologian Yves Congar used the image in 1952 in an              14

article about the person and human freedom in Eastern anthropology, in which he said: “It is                
not in vain that the Christian world has always contained an East and a West from the                 
beginning; this is an indispensable feature of its providential character. Theology is only fully              
‘catholic’ when, like a healthy organism, it breathes deeply and uses both its lungs”.  15

It is difficult to know whether John Paul II used this expression from Congar rather              
than from Ivanov. But it is certain that he gave this expression a resolutely ecumenical               16

significance – which it did not spontaneously have in Ivanov’s quote – as shown in its first                 
mention at the meeting in Paris, and in its use in 1983 during a meeting dedicated precisely to                  
Ivanov: “May we all rediscover the Wisdom infused into our hearts by the Creator,              
reconstitute the lost unity, from East to West and from North to South, and breathe deeply                
with our lungs at the heart of the oecumene, in the reconstituted fraternity of the initial                
spiritual unity of the children of God, brothers of Christ, and brothers in Christ”.  17

The image had a triple dimension. Firstly, it undoubtedly denounced a certain Latin             
self-sufficiency ignoring Eastern, Greek or Slavic Christianity: for John Paul II not only is it              
not possible to be Christian, but even to be Catholic, while ignoring this Eastern dimension of                
Christianity. By rediscovering the rich spiritual, theological and liturgical heritage of the            
Eastern tradition every Catholic will be able to breath with both lungs. Secondly, as we have                
seen with the expression of the “exchange of gifts”, the image included not only a cognitive,                
but also an existential dimension: not only must the Catholic know Eastern Christianity, but              
must live from it, “breathe” in it. Lastly, the ecumenical dimension of the expression was               
closely related to the European aspect. For John Paul II, who proclaimed on 31 December              
1980 Saints Cyril and Methodius co-patrons of Europe, it is not only the Church, but Europe                
which must breathe with its two lungs: “By evangelizing the central and eastern regions of the                

13 Cf. letter Redemptoris Mater of 1987 (34), letter Euntes in mundum (12), encyclical Ut unum sint (54). 
14 « Lettre à Charles Du Bos », 1930, dans V. Ivanov et M. Gerschenson, Correspondance d'un coin à l'autre,                                 
Lausanne, Ed. L’Ȃge d’homme, 1979, p. 90. 
15 Yves CONGAR, ‘The Human Person and Human Liberty’ (1952), in Dialogue Between Christians: Catholic                
Contributions to Ecumenism, trans. Philip Loretz (Westminster, Md., Newman, 1966), p. 244. 
16 Father Congar was pleased that Pope John Paul II seemed to take this expression from him, Entretiens                                 
d’automne, Paris, Éditions du Cerf, 1987, p. 71. Perhaps Congar himself used this expression from Ivanov, since                                 
he quotes (« Soloviev dans l’Église universelle », Nouvelles de l’Institut Catholique, 1978-1979, p. 108-117, p.                           
117) the article by S. TYSKIEWICZ devoted to him [« L’ascension spirituelle de Wenceslas Ivanov », Nouvelle                             
Revue théologique 72 (1950), p. 1050-1062], where the expression of V. Ivanov is mentioned (p. 1061). On May                                   
28, 1983, during the symposium on V. Ivanov, John Paul II brings his expression closer to that of Ivanov (but                                     
does not make it depend on it) – but gives in reference to his own expression of the meeting of 31 May 1980 in                                               
Paris. 
17 Speech of Pope John Paul II to participants in the international symposium on “Ivanov and the culture of his                                     
time”, 28 May 1983 (transl. ad hoc). 
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Continent, they made a crucial contribution to ensuring that Christian Europe could breathe             
with both its lungs: that of the West and that of the East”.  18

 

“Ecumenism of the saints” 

The figures of Saints Cyril and Methodius lead us to a last expression emanating from the                
same providential vision of John Paul II: that of the “ecumenism of the saints”. “Perhaps the               
most convincing form of ecumenism is the ecumenism of the saints and of the martyrs. The                
communio sanctorum speaks louder than the things which divide us”, he wrote in 1994 in               
Tertio Millennio Adveniente (37). During the Great Jubilee of the year 2000, John Paul II              
honoured the witnesses of faith of the 20th century. He was profoundly convinced that the               
martyrs of our time, belonging to various Churches but united by common suffering in the               
name of Christ, were not only a pledge of the future unity of Christians, but in a certain way                   
had already achieved full communion: “Albeit in an invisible way, the communion between             
our Communities, even if still incomplete, is truly and solidly grounded in the full communion               
of the Saints – those who, at the end of a life faithful to grace, are in communion with Christ                    
in glory. These Saints come from all the Churches and Ecclesial Communities which gave              
them entrance into the communion of salvation” (UUS 84).  
 

This conviction led John Paul II to the bold statement that “In a theocentric vision, we               
Christians already have a common Martyrology” (UUS 84) It is no coincidence that, in the               
Redemptoris Mater chapel of the Apostolic Palace in the Vatican, he authorized the             
representation in mosaics of the saints of East and West, including Orthodox saints canonized              
after the separation, like Gregory Palamas, represented with Thomas Aquinas and John of             
Damascus. The reciprocal recognition of holiness appeared to him as a privileged way of              
unity – as shown by the introduction to the Roman Martyrology of 2001 of some Eastern                
saints who lived after the separation, such as the Slavic saints Theodosius and Anthony of the                
Kiev Caves (XI c.), Stephen of Perm and Sergius of Radonezh (XIV c.), and the Armenian                
saint of the tenth century Gregory of Narek, also proclaimed doctor of the Church in 2015 by                 
Pope Francis. It is indeed a consolation to know that saints from different traditions intercede               
for us.  

This vision of the “ecumenism of the saints” was clearly rooted in John Paul II in the                
same providential reading of separation: just as in the life of the saints difficulties are the                
occasion for the Spirit to manifest itself, so the separation between our Churches can be the                
occasion of a “communication of the richness of grace”, as he explains in Ut unum sint:                
“Since God in his infinite mercy can always bring good even out of situations which are an                 
offence to his plan, we can discover that the Spirit has allowed conflicts to serve in some                 
circumstances to make explicit certain aspects of the Christian vocation, as happens in the              
lives of the Saints. In spite of fragmentation, which is an evil from which we need to be                  
healed, there has resulted in a kind of rich bestowal of grace which is meant to embellish the                  
koinonia” (UUS 85). 

* 

 

The expressions “exchange of gifts”, “breathing with two lungs”, “ecumenism of saints”            
reveal the ecumenical thought of John Paul II, a thought which discerned the existence of a               

18 JOHN PAUL II, Angelus of 15 February 2004. 
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spiritual communion between the Churches beyond their division. This conviction was rooted            
in a providential vision of separation and diversity: while Christ transforms the adversity of              
division into a good allowing churches providentially to “discover the untold wealth contained             
in Christ’s Gospel”, the Holy Spirit shows Christians that the path to unity is through               
plurality. 

“There have to be factions among you” (1 Cor 11:19). This phrase of Saint Paul should               
certainly not be read as a complacent justification for separation or mutual acceptance of              
division. Nor should it be a renunciation of the search for visible unity in faith, sacraments                
and ministries, as it is understood by the Catholic Church. It is rather a call to spiritually and                  
providentially interpret the evil of separation, as does the felix culpa of the Paschal Exultet. It                
invites us to interpret our divisions not only as the fruit of sin but as an opportunity in order                   
that those who are approved among us may become known, so that we have of unity a better                  
understanding and a deeper desire, that we work towards its realization, as Saint John Paul II               
continues to encourage us even today. 
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